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Abstract: Multi-centre data repositories like the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)
offer a unique research platform, but pose questions concerning comparability of results when using a
range of imaging protocols and data processing algorithms. The variability is mainly due to the non-
quantitative character of the widely used structural T1-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) images.
Although the stability of the main effect of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) on brain structure across plat-
forms and field strength has been addressed in previous studies using multi-site MR images, there are
only sparse empirically-based recommendations for processing and analysis of pooled multi-centre
structural MR data acquired at different magnetic field strengths (MFS). Aiming to minimise potential
systematic bias when using ADNI data we investigate the specific contributions of spatial registration
strategies and the impact of MFS on voxel-based morphometry in AD. We perform a whole-brain anal-
ysis within the framework of Statistical Parametric Mapping, testing for main effects of various diffeo-
morphic spatial registration strategies, of MFS and their interaction with disease status. Beyond the
confirmation of medial temporal lobe volume loss in AD, we detect a significant impact of spatial
registration strategy on estimation of AD related atrophy. Additionally, we report a significant effect of
MFS on the assessment of brain anatomy (i) in the cerebellum, (ii) the precentral gyrus and (iii) the
thalamus bilaterally, showing no interaction with the disease status. We provide empirical evidence in
support of pooling data in multi-centre VBM studies irrespective of disease status or MFS. Hum Brain
Mapp 00:000–000, 2013. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The steadily growing popularity and utilisation of
multi-centre brain imaging data for voxel-based morphom-
etry (VBM) in neurodegeneration is challenged by the
scarcity of empirical data looking for a potentially signifi-
cant impact of magnetic field strength (MFS), radio-fre-
quency (RF) transmit bias, and data processing strategy on
the obtained results (Focke et al., 2011). The VBM algo-
rithms are typically applied to non-quantitative T1-
weighted (T1w) high-resolution structural magnetic reso-
nance (MR) images, where automated tissue classification
and spatial registration to standardized stereotactic space
is followed by a voxel-based statistical analysis to identify
regional volume differences within or between cohort(s).
Importantly, brain atrophy measures based on T1w images
are shown to correlate with the amount of tau deposition
and neuropsychological deficits, thus validating its use as
a biomarker of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (Frisoni et al.,
2010).

Current projects involving MR imaging data reposito-
ries, such as the Biomedical Informatics Research Network
(www.birncommunity.org), the AddNeuroMed (www.in-
nomed-addneuromed.com) or the Alzheimer’s Disease
Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) provide opportunities to
study large numbers of subjects, resulting in increased
sensitivity for the detection of subtle disease related
effects. On the other hand, pooling data from different MR
scanner and MFSs could introduce systematic errors.
Therefore, from the user’s perspective it is crucial to be
aware of potential limitations of the VBM analysis when
using large data sets under these circumstances. Stonning-
ton et al. (2008) compared ADNI data collected at 1.5 Tesla
(T) MFS to demonstrate convincingly that scanner-associ-
ated differences are substantially less than those related to
diagnosis and also that there is no interaction between the
two. A significant scanner related effect was observed only
in the thalamus (see also Raz et al., 2005).

Much less is known about the effects of MFS (1.5T vs.
3T) on morphometric analyses of neurodegeneration using
T1w anatomical images. Previous volumetric region-of-in-
terest studies on hippocampus and amygdala failed to
demonstrate a specific impact of MFS on volumetric
assessments of these structures in patients with epilepsy
(Briellmann et al., 2001; Scorzin et al., 2008). Similarly,
cortical thickness estimation and correlations with cogni-
tive performance have proved reliable at different MFSs
(Dickerson et al., 2008; Han et al., 2006). Recent studies
performed at 1.5T and 3T reported an agreement between
the volume estimates of age/disease dependent changes at
both field strengths (Goodro et al., 2012; Pfefferbaum
et al., 2012). On the contrary, there are studies reporting
interaction between acquisition protocols [e.g. fast low-
angle shot, magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo
(MP-RAGE)] and MFS resulting in differential voxel-based
volume estimation of cortical and sub-cortical structures at
different field strength (Pardoe et al., 2008; Tardif et al.,
2010).

To the best of our knowledge the effect of MFS on VBM
analysis of T1w images has never been directly evaluated
on a large multi-site data set in neurodegenerative disor-
ders. The first aim of our study was to investigate the
impact of MFS (1.5 and 3 T) and effect of diagnosis on
well-established AD-related structural brain changes to
justify pooling images collected in a multi-centre setting.
From an anatomical perspective we sought to explore the
specific effect of MFS on VBM results in neurodegenera-
tion. Considering findings from previous studies (Dicker-
son et al., 2008; Han et al., 2006; Stonnington et al., 2008)
we hypothesize the presence of specific regional effects of
MFS in cortical and subcortical regions and an interaction
between MFS and disease-related volume changes.

Image registration is another potentially important con-
found at the stage of pooling multi-scanner data sets. Until
recently much effort has been put into increasing the accu-
racy and reliability of spatial registration algorithms to a
common reference template. Algorithms such as Diffeo-
morphic Anatomical Registration Through Exponentiated
Lie Algebra (DARTEL) have been proposed to improve
inter-subject registration (Ashburner, 2007) by generating a
customised, study-specific spatial template that represents
the characteristics of the sample (e.g. scanner-specific or
disease-specific). Comparative studies using Statistical
Parametric Mapping (SPM) have confirmed that the diffeo-
morphic alignment to study-specific templates provides
better spatial registration than previous standard SPM
registration procedures in both AD patients and cogni-
tively normal elderly adults [Klein et al., 2009 (see for
algorithms comparison); Pereira et al., 2010; Takahashia
et al., 2010]. Considering previous controversies about the
impact of population selection on the robustness and bias
introduced by tissue-specific spatial template (Lepore
et al., 2008), the second objective of this study is to investi-
gate the effect of disease-specific spatial templates on
multi-centre data VBM results. We decide for an empirical
approach because of the potential upside of being able to
reliably pool data from different sources for multi-centre
studies, studies of rare and orphan diseases and for ease
of cohort construction.

In an effort to determine the influences of both MFS and
image registration strategy on disease-related volume
changes we use images from the ADNI database and SPM8
software. Given there is no quantitative method for compar-
ing VBM pre-processing algorithms besides comparison to
empirically derived information we report a qualitative com-
parison of our findings with well-established anatomical dis-
tribution patterns associated with AD pathology (Braak and
Braak, 1991; Frisoni et al., 2010; Hyman et al., 1997).

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Subjects and Data Acquisition

For our study we use MR data from the ADNI database
acquired at a single time-point at 28 different centres
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(Mueller et al., 2005). We include AD patients (n ¼ 59)
with different degree of memory impairment assessed with
the Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE) score and healthy
controls (n ¼ 81) (for demographic and clinical summary
see Table I). Subjects were scanned on four different Sie-
mens scanner platforms operating at two different MFSs
(1.5T Avanto, 1.5T Symphony, 3T Allegra, 3T Trio) and
using a multi-channel phased-array head-coil. According to
the ADNI protocol the T1w data was acquired according to
a standardised MP-RAGE protocol (see Table II and
www.adni.loni.ucla.edu/research/protocols/mri-protocols)
followed by correction for gradient non-linearity and inten-
sity non-uniformity (Jack et al., 2008).

Processing of Structural Data

Data pre-processing and analysis is performed with the
freely available SPM8 software (Wellcome Trust Centre for
Neuroimaging, London, UK) running under MATLAB 7.10
(Mathworks, Sherborn, MA). T1w scans are automatically
classified into grey matter, white matter and cerebrospinal
fluid using the ‘‘New Segmentation’’ tool based on a mix-
ture of Gaussian models and tissue probability maps (Ash-
burner and Friston, 2005).

In a subsequent step we apply the default settings of the
diffeomorphic registration algorithm DARTEL (Ashburner,
2007). For this step we assign six different combinations
(further referred to as pre-processing ROUTINES) of regis-
tration according to diagnosis, MFS and gender (see Table
II). For each ROUTINE we use the same data set. In ROU-
TINE 1 all subjects are pooled together for diffeomorphic
registration resulting in one common study-specific tem-
plate. In ROUTINE 2 registration is based on separate
cohorts defined by disease status (patients vs. controls)
irrespective of scanner MFS; consequently we create
patient and control subject-specific templates. In ROUTINE

3 the diffeomorphic registration is based on cohorts
defined by the MFS—1.5T and 3T resulting in two field
strength specific templates. For ROUTINE 4 the diffeomor-
phic registration is performed on cohorts defined by group
and by MFS, which results in four group by MFS tem-
plates. In ROUTINE 5 the registration is based on cohorts
defined by random assignment of the whole data set into
two subgroups. Finally, for ROUTINE 6 registration we
create a ‘‘balanced template’’ based on equal numbers of
images from each of the eight studied subgroups defined
by disease status, MFS and gender—there were in total 56
images, seven for each of the studied subgroups (for
ROUTINES summary see Table III).

At the final stage, images in each of the pre-processing
strategies are affine registered to the standard Montreal
Neurological Institute – MNI space (Ashburner, 2007), fol-
lowed by scaling the GM probability values with the Jaco-
bian determinants to ensure preservation of the total
signal in each tissue class (i.e. ‘‘modulation’’) (Ashburner
and Friston, 2000). Finally, the volume maps are smoothed
with a 6-mm full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian kernel.
Total intracranial volume is calculated for each individual
by summing together the voxel values of the grey matter,
white matter and CSF (for details see the existing recom-
mendations on VBM data pre-processing under SPM -
www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/�john/misc/VBMclass10.pdf).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Demographic and Clinical Data Analysis

For the analysis of demographic and clinical data we
use an analysis of variance (ANOVA) model with two fac-
tors - GROUP (two levels—AD patients and healthy sub-
jects) and MFS (two levels—1.5T and 3T) under SPSS 17.0
(http://www.spss.com/statistics/). The adjustment for
multiple comparisons is performed using Bonferroni
correction.

Voxel-based Morphometry Analysis

For computation of main effects and interaction between
MFS and data pre-processing strategy on the differentia-
tion between AD patients and control subjects we use a
full-factorial analysis. For each data pre-processing ROU-
TINE we assign the factor GROUP with two levels indicat-
ing the most probable diagnosis based on clinical features
and the MMSE score - AD or healthy controls (CR); and

TABLE II. Range of typically selected parameters for MP-RAGE acquisition in the studied sample. TR is defined

here as the repetition time for the inversion pulses

Bo No. of slices FoV (mm) TR (ms) T1 (ms) Flip Plane

1.5T 160–170 240 � 240 2300–2400 1000 8 Sagittal PE
3T 160–170 256–260 � 240 2300 or 3000 853–900 8–9 Sagittal PE

TABLE I. Subjects’ demographic summary

Group
Subjects
(F/M) MFS

MMSE
(range) Age (range)

Patients 42 (21/22) 1.5 T 23.3 (20–26) 77.6 (63–88)
17 (10/7) 3 T 22.4 (20–26) 76.1 (63–91)

Controls 54 (27/27) 1.5 T 29.2 (26–30) 76.9 (62–88)
27 (19/8) 3 T 29.3 (26–30) 75 (60–87)

MFS, Magnetic field strength; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Exam; F,
Female; M, Male.
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factor MFS with two levels – 1.5T and 3T. Total intracra-
nial volume, age and gender are included in the model to
control for the effects of these variables. The different data
acquisition centres (n ¼ 28) are entered as separate regres-
sors in the form of dummy variables. The thresholds for
statistical significance are set to P < 0.05, after family-wise
error (FWE) correction for multiple comparisons across the
whole brain.

We compute and report the following F-tests for each
of the six ROUTINES separately: main effects of factor
MFS, main effect of GROUP, interaction analysis
between these two factors. Additionally, in order to
evaluate directly the impact of pre-processing ROUTINE
on differentiation between AD patients and control
subjects we conduct analyses using a flexible factorial
design with factor GROUP (two levels) and factor ROU-
TINE (six levels). Given the fact that the design
included repeated measurements from the same subjects
for the factor routine, diagonal and non-zero off-diago-
nal parameters of the covariance matrix were estimated
using restricted maximum likelihood—ReML (Friston
et al. 2002).

RESULTS

Demographic and Clinical Data Analysis

The mean MMSE score in AD patients was 22.85 (range
20–26) and in control subjects – 29.25 (range 26–30). We
report a significant main effect of the factor GROUP with
significant (P < 0.001) lower MMSE scores in AD patients
than healthy controls. There is no significant main effect
for the factor MFS regarding MMSE score or age differen-
ces (MMSE P > 0.475; and age P > 0.5).

Voxel-based Morphometry Analysis

Main effect of factor

Magnetic field strength. F-tests are conducted separately
for each registration strategy comparing data collected at

1.5 and 3 T, irrespective of the factor GROUP (Fig. 1). Data
processed with ROUTINES 1, 2 and 5 reveals identical
results regarding the MFS main effect. We report signifi-
cant differences in the left (x y z: �6, �46, �29) and right
(x y z: 11, �48, �30) cerebellum, left (x y z: �32, �19, 69)
and right (x y z: 24, �19, 75) precentral gyri, left (x y z:
�14, �24, 9) and right (x y z: 11, �27, 7) thalamus. For
ROUTINES 3 and 4 we find additional MFS-related
changes in the left frontal lobe (x y z: �18, 66, �18). ROU-
TINE 6 produced no significant results at a statistical
threshold of P < 0.05 after FWE correction for multiple
comparisons.

Main effect of factor GROUP. F-tests are conducted sepa-
rately for each registration strategy irrespective of the fac-
tor MFS. We report identical findings for ROUTINES 1, 3,
5 and 6 consisting of grey matter volume decrease in the
left (x y z: �23, �1, �20) and right (x y z: 29, 2, �20) hip-
pocampus with lowest level of statistical significance for
ROUTINE 6 (Figs. 2 and 3). For ROUTINE 2 and 4 we
report additional significant differences in the left anterior
middle temporal gyrus (x y z: �44, �6, �23) and the left
caudate nucleus (x y z: �11, 11, 15).

Interaction between factors magnetic field strength and
GROUP for each ROUTINE. There is no significant inter-
action between the factors MFS and GROUP for ROUTINE
1, 2, 3, 5 and 6. For ROUTINE 4 we find a significant effect
in the cerebellum (x y z: 8, �46, �30; 11, �48, �30) and
precentral gyri bilaterally (x y z: 29, �21, 72; 14, �24, 11),
the left middle orbital gyrus (x y z: 8, 70, 14) and the right
cuneus (x y z: 14, �72, 21).

Main effect of ROUTINE. We report a significant main
effect of ROUTINE (irrespective of factors MFS and
GROUP) with widespread changes across the whole brain
and local maxima in the left middle temporal gyrus.

Interaction between factors magnetic field strength and
GROUP irrespective of ROUTINE. There was no signifi-
cant interaction between MFS and GROUP when analysis
was conducted not controlling for ROUTINE.

TABLE III. Routine (ROU) indicates type of pre-processing, routine 1—all subjects pooled together for registration;

routine 2 registration within separate cohorts defined by factor GROUP (patients vs. controls) irrespective of MFS

or scanner type; routine 3—registration within separate cohorts defined by factor MFS (1.5T patients & controls,

3T patients & controls); routine 4—registration within separate cohorts defined by factors MFS and GROUP

(patients/controls 1.5T, patients/controls 3T); routine 5—registration into two equal cohorts defined by random

assignation of scans irrespective of diagnostic class or magnetic field strength; routine 6—registration to a

‘‘balanced’’ template created from equal numbers of images from each of the eight possible subgroups defined by

gender, disease status and MFS

Group MFS ROU 1 ROU 2 ROU 3 ROU 4 ROU 5 ROU 6

Patients 1.5 T 1 1 1 1 Random Balanced
Patients 3 T 1 1 2 2 Random Balanced
Controls 1.5 T 1 2 1 3 Random Balanced
Controls 3 T 1 2 2 4 Random Balanced
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Figure 1.

Statistical parametric maps demonstrating the effect of magnetic field strength (MFS) at 1.5 Tesla

vs. 3 Tesla on brain structure irrespective of GROUP and ROUTINE. SPM maps are thresholded

at P < 0.05 FWE corrected, peak-level with colour bar indicating F-values. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Figure 2.

Statistical parametric maps demonstrating the effect of GROUP – AD patients vs. healthy con-

trols, irrespective of the pre-processing ROUTINE and MFS. SPM maps are thresholded at P <
0.05 FWE corrected, peak-level with colour bar indicating F-value. [Color figure can be viewed

in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Post-hoc Analyses

Based on the obtained results we conducted additional
pair-wise analyses aiming at comparison between the most
commonly applied registration strategies in single-centre
studies (i.e. common and balanced study templates). We
report a significant effect of factor ROUTINE irrespective
of factors GROUP and MFS with widespread changes
across the whole brain and local maxima in the left cere-
bellum and cingulate gyrus. There was no significant inter-
action between ROUTINE and GROUP.

DISCUSSION

Our study demonstrates significant effects of MFS and
spatial registration strategy on brain anatomy when
exploring multi-centre structural MR imaging data in
patients with a neurodegenerative disorder—Alzheimer’s
disease. The obtained results, when tested for face validity
based on pathological findings and previous computa-
tional anatomy studies in Alzheimer’s disease lead us to
conclude that for statistical group comparisons the optimal
registration strategy for multi-site data collected at differ-
ent MFS is provided by pooling all the image data irre-
spective of disease status or site of acquisition. To our
knowledge this is the first empirical evidence for using a
common registration strategy within a diffeomorphic algo-
rithmic framework.

Magnetic Field Strength Effect

The study demonstrates grey matter volume differences
related to MFS in cerebellum, precentral cortex and thala-
mus bilaterally. This is consistent with findings showing
regional impacts of scanner type and field strength on
VBM results and volume measurements of subcortical
brain structures (Goodro et al., 2012; Pardoe et al., 2008;
Pfefferbaum et al., 2012; Stonnington et al., 2008; Tardif
et al., 2010). One possible interpretation of the differential

estimation of regional volumes includes dependency of
the segmentation procedure on brain tissue properties
detected at specific field strengths. It has been shown that
in areas where segmentation of tissue classes is usually
difficult due to low grey-white matter contrast and/or
complex patterns of cortical folding, the accuracy of seg-
mentation improves at 3T. Our findings are consistent
with previously reported effect of MFS effects on brain
volume estimation, particularly in motor cortex and cere-
bellum (Tardif et al., 2010). On the other hand, it is also
possible that the high content of intracortical myelin in the
precentral gyrus in addition to paramagnetic iron within
the cerebellar nuclei could produce differences in MR con-
trast at different MFS and subsequently in tissue classifica-
tion (Deoni and Catani, 2007 ). This interpretation is
supported by the fact that T1, T2 and T2* relaxivity are
increased due to differential ferromagnetic properties of
iron, thus causing greater signal alteration of iron-laden
tissue with increasing MFS.

The changes we report in the thalamus may be inter-
preted as specific features related to the ADNI MPRAGE
protocol. The assumption here is that the grey/white mat-
ter contrast-to-noise ratio improves at 3T especially for
subcortical structures, however it is considerably lower
than the grey/white matter contrast in cortex. This is a
consequence of differential T1 relaxation times for subcort-
ical and cortical grey matter modulated further by the
local B1 field. As a result, contrast non-uniformity at 3T
can shift the tissue boundaries and lower the accuracy of
grey matter classification of deep brain structures such as
the thalamus (Scorzin et al., 2008; Tardif et al., 2010). The
observed thalamic differences at 3T and 1.5T in earlier
studies are interpreted more generally as a reflection of
dielectric variance at different MFSs, manifesting as signal
inhomogeneities in the centre of the brain at 3T compared
to 1.5T (Pardoe et al., 2008; Tanenbaum, 2006).

We confirm that the effect of magnetic field on the com-
putational assessment of brain anatomy is substantially
smaller than that of disease, and that there is no interac-
tion between MFS and the presence of AD. Both results

Figure 3.

Contrast estimates and 90% confidence intervals for main effect of the factors GROUP and MFS in the left media temporal lobe in

ROUTINE 1.
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justify pooling data from different scanners of variable
MFS—a conclusion that may be even more useful to those
studying rare diseases than for studies of more common
neurodegenerative disorders. There may still be a need for
further similar, disease-specific studies where different
patterns of structural change are expected. For example, it
may be that the almost negligible effect of MFS in the hip-
pocampal areas in our study is attributable to the high
quality of the data collected by ADNI (Jack et al., 2008).
The ADNI acquisition protocol was optimized to provide
high quality data (including signal-to-noise-ratio) on all
hardware platforms. It is also possible that scanning pa-
rameters interact with MFS thus modulating VBM compar-
isons, which is the case in pre-motor areas, or resulting in
differential performance of the bias field correction. A
recent study has shown that inconsistency in voxel size
may influence VBM results (Pereira et al., 2008). An alter-
native approach for controlling the effects of MFS and
potential interactions is to model them directly in the
design matrix.

Influence of Image Registration Strategy

We investigated how the user-dependent choice of dif-
ferent image registration strategies for data acquired at
multiple sites influences VBM results in Alzheimer’s dis-
ease. We demonstrate that a spatial registration strategy of
pooling all data disregarding disease status or scanner
(study site and/or MFS) produces results with the greatest
validity in terms of biological plausibility (Frisoni et al.,
2010). The analyses using various combinations of cohorts
to estimate disease/site-specific registration parameters
fail to provide the same level of performance and at times
introduce artefacts especially at the edges of grey matter
maps. We report the same spatial pattern of differences
between groups when images are registered within sub-
cohorts specified by the magnetic field (irrespective of di-
agnosis), randomly divided in two subgroups and regis-
tered to the balanced study template. However, the lowest
statistical power was found for random and balanced tem-
plates, which shows that DARTEL-based registration
works optimally when applied to all the images in a study
cohort. Additional post-hoc analyses show no significant
interaction between selected registration strategies (most
frequently in single-centre studies – i.e. common and bal-
anced study templates) with the disease status. One possi-
ble explanation for the lower statistical power of our
structural findings when using registration based on a bal-
anced template could be related to the fact that some sub-
groups were not well represented – only 7 out of 22 male
patients scanned at 3T were included in the balanced
template.

The remaining strategies, which averaged and selected
features to be conserved separately for control and AD
subjects or MFSs, resulted in biologically implausible re-
gional patterns of structural changes. We interpret this

result as an effect of bias in image registration caused by
segregating study cohorts. This conclusion and result are
consistent with the demonstration that systematic shape
differences between cohorts can strongly influence VBM
comparisons. Specifically, this effect was first reported by
Gitelman et al. (2001) in the caudate nucleus and
explained as a consequence of group differences in ven-
tricular size.

Our results are consistent with this interpretation con-
sidering the fact that ventricular enlargement is an objec-
tive and sensitive measure of neuropathological change
associated with neurodegenerative disease (Nestor et al.,
2008). The same logic applies to a regional effect in the an-
terior middle temporal gyrus with enlargement of the hip-
pocampal sulcus in AD patients, which is likely to result
in registration ambiguity caused by systematic group
shape differences (Bastos-Leite et al., 2006). To our knowl-
edge this issue, related to creation of disease/group-spe-
cific templates in the DARTEL framework is still an open
question. Our results show empirically how the choice of
registration strategy influences VBM results. However,
though cohort-specific templates interfere with accurate
spatial registration and might lead to a higher number of
false positives (Hua et al., 2008) it remains likely that they
contribute potential additional information about cohort-
specific anatomy (Mandal et al., 2012).

Limitations

There are several potential technical limitations of our
study having implication on the validity of registration
strategy recommendation. Here, we analysed only one of
the most frequent measures used in brain imaging studies
that is grey matter volumes derived from T1w images.
Further studies of different tissue types and image sequen-
ces are needed to confirm and generalise the results we
report here. In addition, we used SPM8 software and the
DARTEL diffeomorphic registration approach, which also
might limit the generalisability of the observed effects to
other open source software available to the neuroimaging
community. It is also worth to mention that for the case of
large multi-site studies the creation of the recommended
common anatomical template pooling all available data
could become a burden due to the fact that the diffeomor-
phic registration step in SPM is computationally time con-
suming. Finally, further studies on pre-clinical disease
states and comparisons of different types of dementia,
such as FTD vs. AD are needed.

CONCLUSION

Our work is motivated by a rapidly growing tendency
for sharing, pooling and testing data in multi-centre MRI
studies of neurodegeneration (Di Perri et al., 2009; Lotjo-
nen et al., 2011; Stonnington et al., 2008). Our findings
clearly indicate that when using diffeomorphic registration
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algorithms for multi-centre MRI studies the optimal
registration strategy is to pool all study images to create a
common anatomical template irrespective of disease status,
or MFS.
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